Win an iPod! Eat steak! Amaze your friends!

Jared McCarthy

Creative Director
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Time for another World of Concrete in that quaint little
hideaway called Las Vegas. It’s quite a distance from the crew at
Glacier Building Materials (see page 3). But, if you look closely,
you’ll find them hidden somewhere in this picture. Find the Glacier
crew and give us their coordinates (Like B-17 or J-4). Put your
answer on the reply card inside and send it in for your chance to
win. Random drawing of correct answers to be held on Feb 28,
2006. (If you don’t win the iPod, you might be one of two lucky
Omaha Steaks winners!)
Of course, there are the usual disclaimers like employees of
L&M Construction Chemicals can’t enter and that prizes may be
substituted—but who reads that stuff anyway.
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“We talked with hundreds of contractors, developers, architects, and specifiers over
the three days of the convention. “It seemed that everyone we talked with knew why they
wanted to 'build green.' We were grilled about everything from the basics of the FGS
system to the chemical reactions that occurred between our
dyes and densifiers and the concrete.” —See more on page 4

Congratulations to the previous winners! iPod winner: Stephen Andros • Gren A/E Consultants, LLC • Phoenix, AZ
Omaha Steaks Winners: Bud Palmatory • Calpine Hillabee Energy • Alexander City, AL and Kainoa Aki • Structural Analysis Group • Honolulu, HI
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As we embark upon our 7th year of publishing L&M Concrete News
with this issue, let me again thank you all for your positive response to this
publication. Your comments over the years expressed your appreciation of
and desire for more information about concrete that was both practical and
contemporary. We hope to continue to deliver on those expectations.
Included in this issue are important contributions from our own Phil
Smith and Byron Hanson, and our friend and guest writer, Nigel Parkes of
PNA Construction Technologies, who does a great job of explaining the
evolution of doweling concrete slabs.
Following a recent trip to the annual Green Build Conference, I see the
use of concrete becoming an increasingly important building material for
“Green construction.” What makes this all the more interesting is that
concrete is now being viewed as more than just a structural building
material that needs to be covered. With new advancements in Polished
Concrete, design professionals and building owners are now choosing
concrete as the final flooring material.
Here are some reasons polished concrete is Green.
• Rehabilitation of existing slabs saves the environment.
• Treatment chemicals are water based and environmentally safe.
• The exceptional durability of chemically hardened, polished
concrete reduces long term maintenance costs.
• The thermal properties of concrete can be realized, but only fully
realized, when the floor is left exposed. Attractive, colorful,
polished concrete makes that a reality.
Here are some other reasons FGS PermaShine owners like their polished
concrete floors
“Low maintenance”
“Beautiful”
“Trained Installers, nationwide”
“Safe, easy to use cleaners”
“Gorgeous”
“Saves money”
“Fantastic look”
“It's non-slip, even when wet”
As a final note, we want to share our loss of a good friend and long
time co-worker, Al Fox. After a long battle with heart disease, he finally
succumbed on December 28, 2006. He will be missed by us and many of
you who have had the benefit of working with him over the years. God
speed, Al.
We are looking forward to a great year this year. Thanks for your
continued confidence and business.
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Continuing Education
The American Institute of Architects (AIA) has recognized
L&M Construction Chemicals as a registered Passport Provider. Under
the provisions of the AIA Continuing Education System (CES), the
L&M programs listed below are accredited based on contact hours.
Many holders of professional engineering and architectural licenses
have found these programs helpful in meeting the professional
development hour requirements for license renewal. These programs
will be conducted at your company’s office to eliminate travel time.
L&M currently offers AIA/CES registered programs on the following
subjects:
Concrete Basics is a one-hour program addressing the interaction
of materials used in concrete.
Concrete Concepts is L&M's most in-depth program. It covers
both the course material of Concrete Fundamentals in greater detail
and an additional section on superflat floors. This is a four-hour
program.
Structural Grout addresses the specification, placement and
application of non-shrink cementitious and epoxy grouts. This onehour program discusses the latest specifications from ASTM and
state-of-the-art placement technology from ACI.
Concrete Problems and Solutions is a popular one-hour
program that discusses the causes and solutions for the most
common problems that occur in concrete. Among the topics
covered are cracking, dusting, delamination and bug holes.
Flat Floors is a one-hour program covering the construction of flat
and super-flat floors, the F-numbers system, and the rules for
obtaining flat floor measurements. The finishing techniques that are
required to produce a superflat floor are also covered here.
Myths and Misconceptions is a quick-moving program that
addresses the characteristics and chemical makeup of chemical
hardeners. This one-hour program also covers the “near surface
wear zone,” the causes and cures of micro-pitting, installation
methods and the optimum time of application. Other topics in this
program include the use of chemical hardeners with shake-on floor
hardeners, and placement techniques found to ensure maximum
protection.
Bare Concrete Floors presents the many possibilities of concrete
as a natural, durable and aesthetical wear surface. This one-hour
program briefly addresses the how-to's of chemical hardeners and
the exciting possibilities of concrete staining and polishing. Also,
included is a thorough discussion of the maintenance savings of
concrete floors over vinyl composition tile and thin film coatings.
Each of these classroom programs is designed to benefit both the novice
and experienced user/specifier about concrete and its properties. Thanks
to the effective use of PowerPoint® and a comprehensive workbook, each
program is fact-filled and fast-paced.

L&M welcomes your inquiries about its
AIA (CES) Passport Provider programs.
These classes are also available for regional or local chapter meetings.
For more information contact Phil Smith at the L&M corporate offices
in Omaha, Nebraska at (800) 362-3331,
or e-mail Philsmith@lmcc.com.

Glacier Building Materials
Vancouver, Washington
Nine years ago, Glacier
Northwest General Manager,
Lonnie Allen, sought to
consolidate ten or eleven
concrete building product
lines into one major supplier.
Allen said, “At that time, we were doing some business with
L&M, but it was pretty insignificant. One day Bill Pavitt, L&M's sales
manager in my area, just happened to be in my office. It was perfect
timing. I was ready for a change and Bill told me not to worry, he
would handle it from here. Nine years later the L&M line is our
mainstay. We have a great relationship with Bill and all the people at
L&M.”
Allen continued, “L&M goes a few steps further than what we
were used to in the past from other manufacturers. We appreciate the
fact that Bill and company give us in-depth product seminars and
explain the best way to use L&M products. This saves us time and
money with our customers, and effectively points out the features
and benefits of their products. All of us appreciate the L&M website
and the quick access to product information that we can find there.
Their marketing is first class! We do some joint marketing with L&M
and they include our customer mailing list in each of their Concrete
News editions.”
www.lmcc.com

Glacier Northwest staff from left to right: Jason Christner, Jeramy Wurzer, Zach Caine,
and Lonnie Allen, General Manager proudly display L&M products that are building the
great Northwest.

Allen also commented about what he calls L&M's “miracle
products”: Duracrete, Duragrout and E-Con. He said, “It seems
there's just no way you can screw up with any of these products.
They are very user friendly. We've got customers stamping over
Duracrete with great results! They're using Duragrout for just about
everything under the sun, and E-Con has bailed out a lot of our
contractors finishing concrete out in the field.”
Glacier Northwest is located in Vancouver, Washington. They
are owned by TSAO Cement Company. They currently carry a full
line of L&M sealers, bag products, Seal Hard, E-Con, Duragrout and
Duracrete. Their Red-E-Mix plant in Centralia, WA also carries an
expanded line of L&M stock.

You can contact Lonnie Allen at
lallen@glaciernw.com or call 360-896-8922
January2007
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Gentex Corporation
Zeeland, MI

Bentonville Education
Bentonville, AR

L&M’s FGS/PermaShine Shows Why

Polished
Concrete
Can Be

Dobles Hummer
Manchester, NH

Cabela’s
Omaha, NE

Price Choppers
New York

“Concrete is a thing of beauty, isn't it?
Just look at those floors!” Greg Schwietz's

Surprising response from “green”
architects and builders

computer monitor displays a virtual tour of polished concrete floors.
Shots from office areas, schools, arenas, warehouses and industrial
buildings scroll by. According to their owners, these floors look great
while they deliver significant savings in maintenance costs and the safety
factor of a National Floor Safety Institute-certified “High Traction”
floor.
Schwietz, president of L&M Construction Chemicals, is reviewing
recent installations of L&M's FGS/PermaShine system. There's a
Hummer perfectly reflected on a showroom floor, then a fitness center
with a floor that looks like shiny terra cotta. Next is a New York grocery
store with floor colors that positively pop.
Schwietz says, “Concrete used to be the 'ugly stepsister' in floor
coverings. No one really attached glamour to concrete until equipment

But one of the most encouraging signs that FGS/PermaShine is a
product whose time is here is the growing response from professionals
who seek to “build green.” These architects, builders and contractors
seek the best systems and products available for the environment—and
L&M's FGS/PermaShine booth was a favorite among those who
attended the November 2006 Greenbuild Convention in Denver.
“The response at Greenbuild was nearly overwhelming,” Schwietz
comments. “We talked with hundreds of contractors, developers,
architects and specifiers over the three days of the convention.
“It seemed that everyone we talked with knew why they wanted to
'build green.' We were grilled about everything from the basics of the
FGS system to the chemical reactions that occurred between our dyes
and densifiers and the concrete. The people who attended Greenbuild
really knew their stuff.
“The great news for us is that FGS/Permashine is, in fact, one of
the best 'green' floor systems around.”

The “green” advantages of FGS

manufacturers refined their concrete surface preparation equipment in
the mid and late 90's. When that was in place, all sorts of innovations
and adaptations quickly followed—including our FGS/PermaShine
process.”
Schwietz's monitor shows another FGS floor that highlights the
best features of classic terrazzo: texture and polish. “You see the natural
beauty of the aggregate in this floor. You also see the sheen. The
polished concrete of today employs the same basic process as terrazzo
placement: natural aggregate and cement is cured, ground and polished
into a smooth surface.
“Polished concrete is the new terrazzo, only at a significant cost
savings. Our FGS/PermaShine system brings a process that works for
new floors and will refurbish old floors. Often the full operation can be
done quickly and at night, with minimal inconvenience to the facility
operations. Colors can be integrated into the floors.
“A durable, long lasting, attractive polished concrete floor is a valueloaded option within the reach of almost any facility today.”

®

®

Fuse Fitness
Arkansas

The new face of polished concrete

www.fgs-permashine.com

“FGS/PermaShine is a positive decision for the environment,”
Schwietz says. “Restoring an existing concrete floor reduces the
environmental impact from new construction or demolition. Both the
thermal mass of concrete and the reflectivity of an FGS/PermaShine
floor save energy. Mechanically and chemically, the FGS process
minimizes exposure to hazardous components and pollution.
“All this means our clients can more easily qualify their buildings for
certification with the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED®) Green Building Rating System. The Cardel Recreation Center
is one recent example of that. In fact, I got to meet the project manager
for that installation at Greenbuild.”
The Cardel Recreation Center is the first City of Calgary LEED
Gold Accredited building. Dennis O'Byrne, Operations Manager for
the Center, said, "The FGS process has performed very well for us.
LEED GOLD
The Cardel Recreation
Center is the first City of
Calgar y LEED Gold
Accredited building.
“The FGS process has
performed very well for
us. Even when the floor
becomes wet from some
of the activities, it retains
its non-slip qualities.”
—Dennis O’Byrne,
Operations Manager

“Polished concrete is the new terrazzo,
only at a significant cost savings.”

SteveWamberg L&M Construction Chemicals, Inc.

Even when the floor becomes wet from some of the activities, it
retains its non-slip qualities. I'm also happy with the integral terra cotta
color in certain areas. It really adds to the overall beauty and
functionality of the facility."

The advance of FGS “dry grinding”
The FGS/PermaShine system brings a patented “dry grind”
process (US Patent #647067) to smooth and polish the floor surface.
The number of grinding passes is determined by the condition of the
floor and the desired outcome.
Historically, stone floors and terrazzo concrete have been ground
“wet.” This process produces a significant amount of wet paste
(“slurry”) during the coarser grinding steps that can slow the progress
of a job—and then requires proper disposal.
In contrast, the FGS/PermaShine system uses vacuum air
purification technology to collect the dust during the dry abrasive
smoothing process. Virtually all airborne dust is eliminated. The dust
residue, which is collected in a disposable plastic bag, is safe for disposal
in municipal landfills.
The advantages of day grind over wet grind were not lost on the
Greenbuild professionals, either. One architect at Greenbuild
commented, “The wet grind option simply won't fly with my clients. In
my area, there are big issues with disposing any particulates suspended
in liquid.”
“The FGS dry grinding process inherently minimizes downtime,”
Schwietz noted. “The atmosphere stays virtually dust-free and there's
no slippery mess to deal with. It saves everyone time, money, and
hassle.”

Good chemistry for durability, savings
and shine protection
After the grinding and polishing steps are completed, the surface of
the floor, while appearing very shiny, is also, however, very porous. In
order to protect its surface, a newly polished concrete floor must be
chemically hardened. Otherwise, the polished shine will soon disappear
and the floor will quickly begin to show wear again.
L&M's FGS Hardener Plus, an odorless and non-toxic solution,
hardens and densifies polished concrete. It chemically reacts with
calcium hydroxide and calcium carbonate to form strong, durable
calcium silicate hydrate (CSH).
“CSH is the crystalline formation that gives concrete its strength
and wear resistance,” Schwietz says. “Independent tests prove that FGS
Hardener Plus, in effect, chemically restores lost hardened cement
paste removed during the grinding process. It then goes on to
strengthen the floor surface to more than double its original abrasion
resistance.
Continued on page 6 >>

For more about the Cardel Recreation Center, see Concrete News, Summer 2006
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<< “Green” continued from page 5

This is an important benefit and value to the owner that makes FGS
stand out, and means a much longer-term performance for owners of
FGS-treated polished floors.
Schwietz adds, “That means less floor demolition and
replacement—another plus for the environment.”

By

BELOIT COLLEGE'S
CLASS OF 2007
MINDSET LIST®

JimVlcek, Editor

ProjectProfile
Value Center Market
Madison Heights, Michigan, USA

Easy maintenance means significant
savings, year after year
Time and again, FGS clients comment on the ease and cost savings
in maintaining their FGS floors. A simple comparison suggests why.
Vinyl floors depend on labor-intensive wax maintenance to keep
them looking sharp. The regimen typically costs between $1.20-$1.50
per year per square foot. Over ten years, that adds up to $120,000$150,000 per 10,000 square feet.
Epoxy or urethane coatings, while beautiful at first, tend to have a
comparatively short life span. Frequent recoat applications can drive the
cost of a coating to between $20,000-$80,000 for 10,000 square feet
over ten years, before the everyday maintenance expenses of $50,000
for the same period.
In contrast, the FGS/PermaShine maintenance system generally
costs much less than 50 cents per square foot each year. And with a
simple maintenance discipline, no reapplications are necessary. The cost
per 10,000 square feet over 10 years is less than $50,000—a savings over
other floor treatments significant enough to catch the attention of FGS
customers.
“Sometimes you pay a premium to be environmentally savvy,”
Schwietz notes, “But with FGS, you’ll save money while being green.
That is a genuine advantage of the FGS system.”
“...one of the newest, greenest, and
most affordable flooring options
available.” —BuildingGreen

Yes. You can be green and look great, too
FGS floors show well. So do the photographs of finished projects.
Some of the Greenbuild professionals immediately assumed that the
results, especially color on concrete floors, could only be the products of
caustic, fume-laden chemicals.
“It was simply amazing to walk people through the color processes
we use with FGS/Permashine,” Schwietz says. “We have a few options
on the table, including our new FGS Vivid, to produce color in our
floors. None of them introduce dangerous agents to the concrete or the
environment. And the final product looks absolutely stunning, which is
why so many architects at Greenbuild checked us out.
“The professionals we met at Greenbuild were just as excited about
the long-term economy and high traction rating of FGS/Permashine
floors. But when we checked out
'green' according to their
expectations, I think many of them
were surprised. And we were thrilled.
“One big idea at Greenbuild was
the need for everyone to become a
better steward of the environment.
L&M has worked hard from our
beginning to deliver the most
effective products on the market
while keeping the process, people and
property safe.”

For more, visit the NEW
FGS/PermaShine website:
www.fgs-permashine.com
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Most students entering college this fall were born in
1985. For this year’s graduates:
1. Ricky Nelson, Richard Burton, Samantha Smith, Laura Ashley, Orson
Welles, Karen Ann Quinlan, Benigno Aquino, and the U.S. Football
League have always been dead.
2. They are not familiar with the source of that “Giant Sucking Sound.”
3. Iraq has always been a problem.
4. “Ctrl + Alt + Del” is as basic as “ABC.”
5. Paul Newman has always made salad dressing.
6. Pete Rose has always been a gambler.
7. Bert and Ernie are old enough to be their parents.
8. An automatic is a weapon, not a transmission.
9. Russian leaders have always looked like leaders everyplace else.
10. The snail darter has never been endangered.
11. There has always been a screening test for AIDS.
12. Gas has always been unleaded
13. They never heard Howard Cosell call a game on ABC.
14. The United States has always had a Poet Laureate
15. Garrison Keillor has always been live on public radio and Lawrence Welk
has always been dead on public television.
16. Their families drove SUVs without “being fuelish.”
17. There has always been some association between fried eggs and your
brain.
18. They would never leave their calling card on someone’s desk.
19. They have never been able to find the “return” key.
20. Computers have always fit in their backpacks.
21. Datsuns have never been made.
22. They have never gotten excited over a telegram, a long distance call, or a
fax.
23. The Osmonds are just talk show hosts.
24. Undergraduate college athletes have always been a part of the NBA and
NFL draft.
25. They have always “grazed” for food.
26. Three-point shots from “downtown” have always been a part of
basketball.
27. Test tube babies are now having their own babies.
28. Stores have always had scanners at the checkout.
29. The Army has always driven Humvees.
30. Adam and PC Junior computers had vanished from the market before this
generation went online.
31. The Statue of Liberty has always had a gleaming torch.
32. They have always had a PIN number.
33. Banana Republic has always been a store, not a puppet government in
Latin America.
34. Car detailing has always been available.
35. Directory assistance has never been free.
36. The Jaycees have always welcomed women as members.
37. There has always been Lean Cuisine.
38. They have always been able to fly Virgin Atlantic.
39. There have never been dress codes in restaurants.
40. Doctors have always had to deal with “reasonable and customary fees”
and patients have always had controls placed on the number of days they
could stay in a hospital.
41. They have always been able to make photocopies at home.
42. Michael Eisner has always been in charge of Disney.
43. They have always been able to make phone calls from planes.
44. Yuppies are almost as old as hippies.
45. Rupert Murdoch has always been an American citizen.
46. Strawberry Fields has always been in New York.
47. Rock and Roll has always been a force for social good.
48. Killer bees have always been swarming in the U.S.
49. They have never seen a First Lady in a fur coat.
50. Don Imus has always been offending someone in his national audience.

Beloit College • Beloit, WI • www.beloit.edu

Project
statistics
Project:
Value Center Market
Nature of business:
Retail Food Store
Floor responsibility:
Ron Farida, Owner
Location:
Madison Hts., Michigan
Approx. sq. ft.:
16,000
FGS Installer:
Surface Dimensions of Michigan
Detroit, Michigan
Installer Contact:
Dave Woods • 708-932-1097
Color:
Colored Shake On Hardener
Densifier:
FGS/PermaShine Hardener Plus

“I just love my new floor.
Everything is perfect.”
Ron Farida, Owner, Value Center Market

Age of Concrete:
3 Years

®

®

The new face of polished concrete
www.fgs-permashine.com

L&M's FGS/PermaShine system is a licensed,
patented, dry concrete floor polishing and
rejuvenation system. It is available exclusively
through L&M Construction Chemicals, Inc. and its
selected network of applicators.
For more information on the FGS/PermaShine
concrete floor rejuvenation system, contact L&M
Construction Chemicals at 800-362-3331 or visit
their website at www.lmcc.com
Our floor specialists can explain the unique
features and benefits of this exciting option, which
makes your new or old concrete floors look better
than new.

www.lmcc.com

Value Center Market is just one of the evergrowing list of retail food stores around the
country deciding to replace the traditional highmaintenance vinyl tile floors with the new FGS
PermaShine Floor System.
“I've had stores with vinyl tile in the past. To
keep them looking sharp was a maintenance
nightmare,” said Value Center Market owner Ron
Farida. “I can really appreciate the fact that this nowax FGS floor is such low maintenance. All we do
is dry-dust during the day and wet scrub the floor
every night with a walk-behind scrubber. With a
little effort the floor looks, and stays looking,
absolutely great!”
Value Center Market decided to add visual
appeal to their new FGS floor by having the
contractor add a colored, shake-on hardener in
certain areas to provide a visual separation for

photosGreg Schwietz

shopper traffic. Farida also had the installer cut
decorative control joints at 48” angled intervals
and had them filled and trimmed with a color
coordinated joint and crack filler. Farida said, “I
just love my new floor…everything is perfect! I'm
also planning to do the FGS PermaShine floor to
another store this year and yet another store in
2007.”
At the date of this Concrete News printing,
Surface Dimensions of Michigan has recently
completed another Value Center Market FGS
PermaShine application in the Detroit, Michigan
area. To learn more about the benefits of the FGS
PermaShine floor system, contact certified FGS
installer, Dave Woods, at 708-032-1097, or contact
the corporate office of L&M Construction
Chemicals and talk to any of their trained floor
specialists at 800-362-3331.
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Step up your slab design with tapered plate dowels

A Decade of Dowel
Development
Nigel Parkes,
Executive Vice President
PNA Construction
Technologies, Inc. • Atlanta, GA

e

xperts agree: slabs-on-ground rarely fail structurally, but instead fail through
serviceability issues caused by joint spalling.
Joint deterioration in high traffic facilities has been exacerbated more recently
with the introduction of smaller, hard-wheeled fork truck equipment. Where historical
slab designs are used, the repetitious loading causes more chipping and raveling of the
joint arris (spalling), leading to serious issues for everyone involved.
Experience has shown that it takes approximately 25 mils of movement (faulting) across
a joint with a typical soft rubber-wheeled fork truck to create joint spalling. It takes even less
(approximately 10 mils) with one of the newer generation of hard-wheeled fork or pallet
trucks.
Owners pay the price through downtime, maintenance/repair costs and building
valuation. Contractors may even be forced to give up their retainage to pay for expensive
remedial work.
Better performance, a simple solution

Here's how you can improve your slab without negatively
impacting the project timeline or cost: use smart designs that deliver
durable, maintenance-free slabs.
A 'strategically reinforced' slab design will prevent joint spalling
and cut cost by:
• Providing positive load transfer between joints to prevent
faulting of joints and the impact of wheels. (The new industry
guidelines recommend the use of positive load transfer devices
in all joints, formed construction and saw-cut contraction
subjected to wheeled traffic.)
• Using proper joint filling or protection to reestablish surface
continuity of the slab profile.
• Omitting unnecessary mid-panel reinforcement.

Load transfer is critical to the slab design
The three design methodologies recognized in the ACI 360R-06
document (the Corps of Engineers, the Wire Reinforcement Institute
and the Portland Cement Association) all assume the slab is in
intimate contact with the ground. Slabs warp and curl from
differential moisture and thermal gradients, causing the edges and
corners to lose direct contact with the ground.
None of these design methodologies account for curling stresses
but are sufficiently conservative, with safety factors range from 1.7 to
2.0, to offset this inherent flaw. As a result, we rarely see failures due
to overloading.
So what is the most common failure in slabs on grade? The answer
is joint spalling. The solution: dowels to provide for the transfer of
loads across a joint without faulting.
8
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ACI guidelines suggest there are two
ways to protect a joint:
1) Fill the joint with a material to
restore surface continuity, or
2) armor the edges with steel plates.
Proper joint filling adds
If joint filling is chosen, the guidelines
protection to the slab
recommend using semi-rigid materials
(epoxy or poly-urea) to minimize wear and damage to joint edges.
(See L&M Epoflex SL or Joint Tite 750 on www.lmcc.com) Both
product types, when properly installed, reestablish the slab surface
profile and carry the load across the joint without impacting the joint
arris if positive load transfer is provided. If joint armoring is chosen,
factory fabricated assemblies are available for simple and accurate
installation. (See “Innovations for Durable Floors” in the reference
list.)
ACI 360R-06 states that “…regardless of the materials chosen for
protection, the joint must have adequate load transfer and the surfaces
of adjacent slabs should remain in the same plane.” Without
sufficient load transfer joints will fault. The semi-rigid materials will
become debonded from both sides of the joint and will either be
pushed down into the joint or pulled out, therefore failing to provide
their intended protection. Joints should be filled full depth so that the
shoulders of the saw cut can provide support for the filler. If
construction schedules dictate the early filling of joints, then the
contract documents should assign the responsibility of refilling joints
as soon as cracks in the material or adjacent to material exceed the
width of a credit card.

“Joint spalling is the most common
failure in slabs on grade.”

Guest Writer: Nigel Parks

Is mid panel reinforcement necessary in
slab-on-ground construction?
Per the industry standards the answer is, “NO, with uniform
support and a close joint spacing” (PCA, Concrete Floors on Ground,
2001). The industry's move to a slightly more conservative joint
spacing has greatly reduced the number of random cracks
experienced in slabs-on-ground. Until a slab cracks the
reinforcement sits dormant doing nothing but costing money.
ACI states that “…the inclusion of reinforcement (even in large
quantities) has very little effect upon the uncracked strength of the
slab. The PCA, WRI and COE thickness design methods described in
Chapter 6 may all be applied identically to the design of reinforced
slabs-on-ground, by simply ignoring the presence of
reinforcing.”(ACI 360). A 'strategically reinforced' slab design puts
the steel where it is needed most—in the joints.

How did we get here?
It seems so simple that properly designed and installed dowels
and joint fillers work together to eliminate joint spalling, expensive
remedial works and litigation between owners, designers and
contractors. But how did the industry move from historical dowelling
methods that can induce problems to tapered plate dowel solutions?

Step 1: Round to Square
The problems created by
round dowels (restraint inducing
stresses and cracking) were
recognized in the late 1980s and
documented by Ernest K.
Schrader in two articles. The
articles noted the benefits of
moving from traditional round to
square dowels to attach a
compressible material to the
vertical faces of the bar. The foam
allowed the slabs to move
independently in two planes
while providing positive transfer
in the vertical plane. At first the
compressible material, closed
Photo A
cell foam, was glued or taped to
the bars. Problems encountered by contractors—including the
displacement or crushing of the foam during the concrete
placement—led to the development of a high-density plastic (ABS)
clip to position and protect the foam during construction. This clip is
still used today in the joints between existing slabs and additions or
replacement slabs (Photo A).
www.lmcc.com

Step 2: Square to Plate
By the mid-nineties many industrial slab specifications included
square dowels, but contractors often resisted the move for the
following reasons:
• Square dowels cannot be rotated and removed like round
dowels, which makes it very difficult to remove the forms.
Note: 90% or more of all round dowels installed in the US are
removed to facilitate form removal.
• Square dowels, spaced at the same centers, with the clips almost
doubled the cost of the doweling.
The development of two products assisted in the installation of
square dowels:
1) a simple dowel aligner
device (Photo B) , which
provides an oversized hole in the
form (Photo C.) or
2) a tube and base cap that
creates a void to insert the dowel.
Both of these products
negated the need to remove the
dowels to strip the form.
However, the additional cost
prevented a wholehearted
Photo B
industry change.
Discussions between
contractors and designers at
numerous industry forums
(including ACI 302 and 360
meetings) prompted several
forward-thinking engineers to
consider how dowels work or
fail. Their experience
troubleshooting slab failures
reinforced that joint spalling is
the most common failure of
slabs. But why, if the joints
Photo C
incorporated round or square
dowels?
Further research into the development of the industry standards
for the size and spacing of round dowels showed that the weak link in
conventional dowels was the bearing stress. This work led to the
development of rectangular plate dowels, which have a greatly
increased bearing area for a similar cross section. The inclusion of a
similar plastic clip with compressible foam allowed for some
misalignment of the dowels.
www.lmcc.com
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A Decade of Dowel Development (continued)
Step 3:Rectangular Plate to Tapered Plate

And to owners…

For saw-cut contraction joints, dowel basket assemblies were
adapted to include rectangular plate dowels and clips. For formed
construction joints, contractors tried sink-routing holes in forms to
accept rectangular plate dowels but forms would bind on the plates
and stress the green concrete during form removal operations. Microcracks in the concrete caused significant spalling.
Recognition that the stresses in the plate and on the concrete are
greatest at the intersection of the joint indicated that a tapered plate
dowel offers the optimum shape for a dowel. The development of the
diamond-shaped plate dowel system answered both challenges: the
pocket former offered contractors
a simple, effective and
inexpensive method of
installation (Photo D) and the
diamond shape load plate
provided the optimum shape for a
dowel. Since the publication of
Walker and Holland's article,
“Plate Dowels for Slabs on
Photo D
Ground” in 1998, plate dowels
Installation shot of tapered plate
have been included in almost all
dowels at formed construction
of the industry guidelines (see
joints using installation template.
reference list) and used in billions
of square feet of placed concrete. Regarding the plate dowel, the
article asserted, “It is wide where the bearing, shear, and flexural
stresses are the highest and is narrow where the stresses are reduced.”
(Walker & Holland)
Tapered plate dowels for both
formed construction joints and
saw-cut contraction joints (Photo
E) are readily available
throughout the US and offer the
most complete package of
advantages to the industry.
Tapered plate dowels:
Photo E
• Provide the optimum use of
material (steel for load
“Tapered plate dowel basket at sawcut contraction joints and diamondtransfer),
shaped plate dowels used at the
• Negate the need for an
construction joint.”
expensive plastic clip in
contraction joints,
• Offer a fully comprehensive load transfer system so that
construction and contraction joints can be interchanged to
provide the most flexibility in construction sequencing,
• Can be located “within 6” of the intersection of joints, (ACI
302.1R-04) where the curling is most exaggerated, and
• Cannot be misaligned (far better suited to the Laser Screed
placement of slabs where dowel baskets need to be installed
during the concrete placement).

Don't be fooled by realtors who try to sell you a building with a
reinforced slab. The use of nominal reinforcement mid-panel offers
no provision for load transfer in the joints and the joints will always
be the weak link without the proper load transfer and filler.

A cautionary note to contractors…
The specification of load transfer at joints is the responsibility of
the designer, but contractors accepting projects without details and
specifications calling for load transfer should bring the most recent
ACI guidelines to the designer's attention prior to proceeding with the
project. Contractors' retainages are withheld far too often because
joint spalling is wrongly identified as a construction defect. Joints
without proper load transfer and joint filler will often deteriorate
within the first year of service.
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Conclusions
Tapered plate dowel systems have been used with great success in
more than one billion square feet of floor slabs in more than 15
countries worldwide. When compared to traditional round dowels,
tapered plate dowels:
• Minimize the designer's liability with a more reliable load
transfer option.
• Reduce the contractor's call backs with an easier installation
method.
• Provide owners with a lower total cost of construction.
When used together in a 'strategically reinforced' slab, tapered
plate dowels and semi-rigid joint fillers eliminate one of the owners'
biggest frustrations: joint spalling. And by providing a low
maintenance floor incorporating the latest industry guidelines,
designers and contractors reduce their project risk and liability.

and most important
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By Philip Smith
P.E., FACI, ASTM

“...the delivery room for a concrete slab
is the job site, a place that is at the mercy
of the weather and the delivery schedule.”

Like the birth of a child, concrete's first few hours and days can
(and will) determine the characteristics of the adult. Unlike the
birth of a child, which in most cases takes place in a controlled
environment, the delivery room for a concrete slab is the job site, a
place that is at the mercy of the weather and the delivery schedule.
DNA (chemistry) plays a very important role in the development of
both a child and a concrete slab. In the case of the child, at birth
gestation has taken place and the child is born with all of his or her
parts in place. In the case of concrete, the cement, aggregate, water
and admixtures meet for the first time in belly of a concrete mixer
and the gestation begins.

active and is greatly affected by temperature and time. Concrete
that is placed at 90oF sets twice as fast as concrete placed at 70oF.
On the other hand, concrete that is placed at 50oF with take will
take twice as long to set as a concrete placed at 70oF.
Concrete stiffens very slowly at first. Then, as time passes, the rate
of stiffening will increase ever faster. We have only a few hours to
place and finish concrete. Most specifications should require the
concrete to be out of the truck and in the forms before the concrete
is 1 to 1 ½ hours old.

Time and temperature

After the concrete arrives at the job site and is unloaded, the
concrete is leveled or screeded to proper elevation. After
screeding, the next step is fill and cut floating, popularly known as
bull floating. This operation flattens the surface of the concrete
and brings more fine material to the surface for later finishing
steps.
The next phase in the life of a concrete slab is subsidence.
Subsidence is the forcing of water and entrapped air to the surface,
caused by the weight of concrete pressing down upon itself. When
water is forced to the surface the concrete is said to be bleeding
out. Concrete starts to bleed out approximately 30 minutes to an
hour after being placed. Bleed water might remain on the surface
for only a few minutes or a number of hours, depending on the
evaporation rate. The evaporation rate is a direct function of
relative humidity, air temperature and wind velocity. When bleed

Concrete begins to stiffen in the early stages of the concrete's
life. This stiffening is called setting. The time of setting is divided
into two time periods, initial set and final set. In a given concrete
mix with a temperature of 70F initial set will occur when the
concrete is about 4 to 6 hours old, and final set will occur at about
12 to 18 hours. While the American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) has developed a test to determine both initial
and final set. In the field, initial set is said to occur when it is
difficult to stick a knife blade into the concrete, and final set occurs
when it is difficult to drive a nail into the concrete.
Depending on temperature, concrete should be placed within an
hour to 1½ hours after being mixed. The time of placement is very
important, because the concrete chemistry is beginning to become
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Bull floating, subsidence and bleeding out
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You can’t stop time.
You can’t control nature.
But, you can apply
science to both.

water is present on the surface of the concrete slab, all work must
stop. If concrete is worked during this time, bleed water will be
worked into the surface of the concrete. This greatly increases the
water to cement ratio and, as a result, reduces the concrete's
strength and durability.
Again, during the time of subsidence and bleeding no finishing
activities should take place on the concrete. At this time the
concrete is said to be “at rest.” Actually, nothing could be further
from the truth. As soon as water comes into contact with the
portland cement large amounts of calcium ions, hydroxide ions and
a form of silica (specifically SiO2) are released.
With the release of hydroxide ions, the pH of the concrete
rapidly rises to a highly alkaline pH of 12 to 13. Some people are
(or can become) very sensitive to this highly alkaline material, and
with extended exposure can suffer severe skin burns. As the pH
rises and the concentration of calcium ions and hydroxide ions
increases, calcium hydroxide is being formed. Calcium hydroxide
reacts with SiO2 to form calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H). C-S-H
and other hydrates bond the aggregates together to form concrete.
While are other chemical reactions are taking place that help to
bond the aggregates together, C-S-H is the most important one.

Early finishing and evaporation control

“...the rate of evaporation is a
function of wind speed, air
temperature and relative humidity.
It is commonly known that on hot
dry days fresh concrete must be
protected during placement. This is
true.
What is less well known is that
fresh concrete also needs to be
protected on cool days when the
wind velocity is high, and/or when the
relative humidity is low.”
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When the bleed water has disappeared the next finishing
procedure, floating, may begin. Before a floating machine can be
placed on the surface of the concrete the concrete must be tested.
When the concrete can support the full weight of a workman, and
when the heel of that workman's shoe leaves a only a slight
impression in the fresh concrete of no more that 1/8 to 1/4 inch, the
floating process may begin. Floating further flattens the concrete
surface and brings more fine material and cement paste to the
surface for later finishing. The floating process leaves the concrete
open and allows excess water in the form of vapor and entrapped
air to leave the slab.
During these early finishing times the concrete slab is
especially vulnerable to plastic shrinkage cracking and surface
crusting. Both of these are the result of rapid loss of moisture from
the surface of the concrete slab. If the rate of evaporation
approaches 0.2 lb/ft2/hour precautions to protect the surface of the
concrete are necessary. This is in accordance with ACI 305, Guide
to Hot Weather Concreting.
As stated before, the rate of evaporation is a function of wind
speed, air temperature and relative humidity. It is commonly
known that on hot dry days fresh concrete must be protected during
placement. This is true. What is less well known is that fresh
concrete also needs to be protected on cool days when the wind
velocity is high, and/or when the relative humidity is low.
Aside from erecting the building superstructure and roof prior
to pouring the concrete, there are few practical methods for
protecting an exposed concrete slab from rapid moisture loss. One
of the oldest methods is to place wind screens around the slab to
prevent wind from blowing across the slab. A second method
infrequently used is the fogging of the slab. Fogging is defined as
“the spraying of atomized water over and above the concrete slab.”
Fogging does not add water to the surface of the concrete slab, as
the fog (atomized water) above the slab evaporates before it can
reach the surface of the concrete. The fog increases the relative

humidity above the slab and increases the vapor pressure at the
surface of the slab, thereby slowing the rate of evaporation at the
surface of the slab.
A third and immensely more practical method for protection of
fresh concrete from plastic shrinkage cracks and surface crusting is
the use of L&M's evaporation control product, E-Con. This
odorless, water-based liquid is sprayed on to the surface of plastic
concrete and forms a thin continuous protective film. By spraying
E-Con on the surface of the concrete, the rate of evaporation is
reduced by increasing the vapor pressure at the surface of the slab.
The use of this product does not interfere with the normal setting
of the concrete. E-Con can be applied as often as required to
protect the concrete, without leaving a residue. E-Con is used only
on plastic concrete. It is not effective as a curing compound, as it
lasts only an hour or two.

Hard troweling to “close up” the surface
Meanwhile, the new concrete has continued to become stiffer
but has not yet reached initial set. The concrete is still only a
couple hours old and the stiffening is due primarily to drying. Very
little hydration has taken place at this point. Also, at this time the
concrete has reached the point at which subsidence has almost
been completed and the final finishing steps to close up the floor
surface can begin. This is accomplished through a process known
as hard troweling.
While the floating process utilizes large blades or float shoes
that are held flat against the surface of the concrete to prevent
closing of the surface, the machine troweling process uses narrow
blades. At the beginning of the troweling process the trowel blades
are held flat against the surface of the concrete. As the troweling
process proceeds one edge of the trowel blade is raised off the
surface of the concrete at a slight angle, allowing the opposite edge
of the blade to contact the surface of the concrete. As the troweling
process continues the angle is increased, reducing the contact
surface area of the trowel blade with the concrete and thereby
increasing the downward pressure on the surface of the concrete.
The rotating of the troweling blades and the increasing downward
pressure physically compresses and closes up the surface of the
concrete slab.
Throughout the mass of the plastic concrete there are millions
and millions of microscopic particles of unhydrated cement known
as cement grains. During the closing process the action of the
troweling blades forces the cement grains closer together and
forces out water vapor and entrapped air. With the cement grains
now in close proximity to each other as they hydrate, the products
of hydration will be tightly bonded. The result is a very hard, dense
and abrasion-resistant surface.
When concrete is closed up too quickly, any water vapor and
internal air voids trying to leave the surface of the concrete can
become trapped in the upper surface of the concrete. This creates
surface blisters, paper-thin cement paste bubbles found on the
surface of the concrete. They are generally about ½ inch in
diameter. Any blisters found should be ruptured and the surface
refinished. If blisters are not immediately removed during
placement, the blistered area will eventually leave a small surface
defect in the concrete.
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Engineering for shrinkage and curing
A few hours after hard toweling has been completed the joints
should be cut into the concrete at the specified places. After final
set the rate of hydration will increase and drying shrinkage will
occur. As drying shrinkage occurs the concrete is placed in tension
and concrete will crack to relieve these tensional forces. Joints are
an engineered weakness that allows the concrete to crack where
desired, and not in a random pattern.
The concrete slab's first day ends as the curing begins. Curing
is a process by which water is added to the surface of hardened
concrete or by applying curing compound, such as one of L&M's
curing products, over the surface of the concrete, holding in the
moisture. In order for concrete to gain strength liquid water must
be present in the pore structure of the concrete. Calcium hydroxide
and SiO2 can only react in an aqueous (water) environment.
With curing in place, the concrete slab's gestation is now
completed. With the concrete finishing midwives having
completed their task, the concrete has reached the end of its
longest, and most important, day.
— Philip Smith, P.E., FACI, ASTM;
L&M Vice President, Technical Director,
Resident Engineer
Phone: 800-362-3331,
e-mail: philsmith@lmcc.com.
Phil Smith
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5Minute
Classroom

Concrete Facts
and Rules of Thumb
What every concrete professional
should know about concrete

By
Philip Smith
P.E., FACI, ASTM
Abram's Law
(Water:Cement Ratio)
For a given amount of cement, as the water
content is increased the strength of concrete
or mortar will decrease.

Air Entrainment

Hydration and Strength:

“Near the middle of the last century I entered the concrete industry as a
technician. There were a number of concrete facts and rules of thumb that I
was required to know. This knowledge has served me well over the years.”
Fact: Slump is only an index of the plasticity of concrete and does not determine its strength. The
strength is determined by the water:cement ratio and additives added to the concrete mixture, such as
admixtures and steel fibers.
Rule of Thumb: Adding 1 to 1.5 gallons of water per cubic yard of concrete will increase the slump
about one inch.
Fact: Billions of air voids are entrained into concrete to protect the hardened concrete from damage
caused by freezing and thawing.
Rule of Thumb: It should also be pointed out that at a midrange cement factor of approximately 500
pounds of cement, the strength will decrease approximately 5 % for every 1% increase in air content. As the
cement factor increases, the strength loss increases as the percent of air content increases. Also, when concrete
is air entrained to 5% to 6% by volume of concrete the water content can be reduced by 3% to 5% as
compared to a non-air entrained concrete of equal slump.
Fact: Not all of the cement in a concrete mix hydrates.
Some estimations place the rate of hydration at about 60% to70%. The reason is that there is not enough
water in the concrete. About 50 years ago the Portland Cement Association determined that when the water
cement ratio is below .45 there is insufficient water to hydrate all of the cement. It would seem that we have a
conflict with the water cement law but we do not.
Cement in plastic concrete exists as individual particles known as cement grains. The distance between the
cement grains before hydration plays a large role in determining the strength of the concrete. As the distance
between the cement grains is reduced, the strength is increased. When the water content is reduced the distance
between the cement gains is reduced and the strength will increase, but fewer concrete grains will hydrate. A
reduction in the distance between the cement grains allows the hydrated cement to gain a stronger bond.
Fact: Under normal conditions, the strongest ingredient in concrete is the aggregate and the factor
controlling the strength of the concrete is the strength of the hardened cement paste.
However, when an ingredient that has a lower strength than the cement paste is introduced into a concrete
mixture the strength of the concrete will be reduced. The amount of strength reduction is a function of the
strength of the weaker ingredient and the amount of that ingredient.

Temperature:

Fact: The optimum temperature for curing concrete is 68OF.
When concrete is cured at temperatures higher that 68°F the early strength will be higher but the later
strength will be less. When concrete is cured at temperatures lower that 68oF the early strength will be lower
but the later strength will be greater.
Fact: When concrete temperature approaches 50°F, hydration slows to about one half of that of
concrete having a temperature of 68°F and the setting time is about twice long. As the concrete temperature
approaches 40°F, the rate of hydration is very slow. At 30°F, all hydration stops. The freezing point for most
concrete is about 29°F to 30°F.

Concrete Samples:

Fact: You cannot make bad concrete test good but you can make good concrete test bad.
One of the biggest problems in the concrete industry is the proper casting of concrete samples and
transporting them to the laboratory. All concrete samples cast in the field should remain at the point of
fabrication for 18 to 24 hours and cured at a temperature of 68oF. The samples should then be transported to
the laboratory using the same care as if they were eggs.
Note: More information on testing concrete can be found in ASTM Volume 04.02 Concrete and
Aggregate. The Portland Cement Association has publication “Design and Control of Concrete Mixtures”. It
is one of the best, if not the best, publications of its kind.
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Patching Concrete
Question:
We are a general contractor with a concrete and
masonry repair division. When we load up to go out
on a repair job it is like sorting laundry to find the
suitable patch products. Our crews have to select from
a variety of horizontal and vertical, lightweight, inside,
outside, etc., etc., designed patches. Is there a single
patch product we could be using in most instances?

Answer:

The product you seek is DURACRETE. This product is
a single component, polymer-reinforced, cementbased patching and resurfacing mortar.
L&M DURACRETE has been designed to repair, slope, or
level structurally sound, interior and exterior concrete and
masonry surfaces. Typical use is on surfaces that are pitted,
worn, scaled or deeply spalled. In addition, L&M
DURACRETE can be sculpted to repair vertical or overhead
concrete. L&M DURACRETE can be applied in paper-thin or
thick lifts.
L&M has found that a polymer-reinforced patching
material which more closely matches the compressive strength
of the concrete substrate adheres better and lasts longer. We
call that “strength matched.” L&M's DURACRETE is
strength matched with most concrete substrates, and yet with
its special dry powder polymer reinforcement it provides a
repair with an improved abrasion and weathering resistance of
much higher compressive strength repair mortars. In addition,
this product holds up very well to the freeze/thaw stresses of
northern winters.
The excellent workability of this product will make it a
quick favorite of your patching crews, as I predict they will be
soon be using it to repair floors, sidewalks, curbs and
structures.
Additional uses for L&M Duracrete are as a micro-topping
for stamped concrete overlays and decorative finishes in
conjunction with integral or topically applied patterns and
colors. L&M DURACRETE is available in two color
formulations, standard gray and white. L&M DURACRETE
may be placed as a mortar or an overlay, and it may be mixed
with coarse aggregate.
One last thing: L&M DURACRETE is mixed with only
clean water. No liquid polymer is required. That makes it even
friendlier for your repair crew. Expect a mortar working time
of 20 to 30 minutes and an initial set time of one hour. The
final set is at the end of three hours.
No more “laundry sorting” for your repair crews! They can
load up with L&M DURACRETE and the only limits are their
imagination and the hours for the repairs they can accomplish.
Thanks for asking,

Byron
www.lmcc.com

L&M Duracrete

L&M Duracrete repair, vertical patch

L&M Duracrete
with Pea Gravel

L&M Duracrete repair, horizontal patch
Duracrete filled with Pea Gravel

Deck and Drain

L&M Duracrete
repair, vertical patch

Byron D. Hanson ASTM, CDT,
Lead Technical Back-up,
Professional Field Representative
Civil Engineering Technician
L&M Construction Chemicals, Inc.

Have a question?
You can reach Byron by
calling L&M at 800-362-3331
or e-mail info@lmcc.com
You’ll find more pearls of Byron’s
wisdom on our website.
Just click Questions & Answers
at www.lmcc.com
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